
Kerry Ojakian’s CSI 32 Class

Class Contract

Please read the following policies carefully. Then sign and date the form at the bottom to indicate
that you understand all the policies on this sheet (it does not necessarily indicate that you agree

with the policy).

1. All exams are to be done completely individually by each student with no aid whatsoever from
anyone else. As for using electronic devices during an exam, only electronic devices approved
by the professor are allowed (like a computer for programming or an e-reader). Any violation
of this will be considered academic dishonesty.

2. Unless explicit instructions by the professor are given to the contrary, the following is the
policy for all homework: Homework is to be done individually by each student. Before a
homework is due, you may communicate with other students or people about your homework
only in the following manner: verbally and only about the outline of your approach. You may
not exchange any other kind of information about your homework (e.g. no handwritten code,
no computer typed code, not from a student in this class, not from your friend outside this
class, not from a tutor, etc.). This policy includes a prohibition against copying homework
from web pages or books (i.e. plagiarizing someone else’s work is not allowed). Any violation
of this will be considered academic dishonesty.

3. Note that in all the above scenarios, receiving information or giving information are both
counted as academic dishonesty.

4. Any act of academic dishonesty will have serious consequences, possibly involving the
following:

(a) Having an official report filed with the administration about your academic dishonesty.

(b) Automatic failure for the exam, assignment, or entire homework grade.

(c) Automatic failure for the entire course.

5. Note that you should get help from the professor, tutors, and others on the material in the

course, working through problems which are similar to homework questions! That’s great! The

point of all this is: Don’t copy and don’t cheat.

Signature:

Date:
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